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Alt.Sex.Stories Text Repository Terms and
Conditions

ASSTR is home to over 200 authors of erotic literature, host
of the alt.sex.stories.moderated newsgroup, mcstories.com,
mirror site for nifty.org, and host of several popular erotic
literature archives.

Terms Of Use
Go

ASSTR Site Terms and Conditions

1. Definitions. "ASSTR site" is the interactive on-line service operated
by ASSTR, a division of Internet Free Literature Corporation ("IFLC") on
the Internet, consisting of information services and content provided by
ASSTR and other third parties, including, but not limited to, third party
Web pages and FTP accessible literature archives hosted at the ASSTR
site, MCStories.com Web site, Nifty.org mirror site, and
Alt.Sex.Stories.Moderated Web site. "User" means each person who
establishes or accesses a connection ("Account") for access to and use
of the ASSTR site.

2. General.

(A) This Agreement, which incorporates by reference other
provisions applicable to use of the ASSTR site, including, but not
limited to, any supplemental terms and conditions set forth below
("Supplemental Terms") governing the use of certain specific
material contained in the ASSTR site, sets forth the terms and
conditions that apply to use of the ASSTR site by User. By using
the ASSTR site (other than to read this Agreement for the
first time), User agrees to comply with all of the terms and
conditions hereof. The right to use the ASSTR site is personal to
User and is not transferable to any other person or entity. User is
responsible for all use of User's Account (under any screen name or
password) and for ensuring that all use of User's Account complies
fully with the provisions of this Agreement. User shall be
responsible for protecting the confidentiality of User's password(s),
if any.

(B) ASSTR shall have the right at any time to change or discontinue
any aspect or feature of the ASSTR site, including, but not limited
to, content, hours of availability, and equipment needed for access
or use.
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